Vanna Kitsinian Babian '98 and Dr. Avo Babian welcomed Sarelle Anäis Babian, born on October 16, 2020. She joins big brother Aram Babian, who is now 20 months old (born April 20, 2019).

Daron Moore '04 and husband Dan Fields welcomed Bode Hayes on June 7, 2020.

Chris Berberian '03 and Margie Slater Berberian '04 welcomed their second son Pierce Alexander on August 8, 2020. Their older son Jack (2.5y) loves being a big brother!

Eric Yavrouian '00 and Rita Yavrouian welcomed Ethan on November 19, 2020. Big sister Ella is very happy!

Taline Hart '00 and Taro Hart welcomed Rafe Andrew on November 27, 2020.

Teddy Corday '19 and Antonio Stefan '19 led an engaging panel discussion with Mr. Hirshberg’s Creative Writing Fellows. Ashaki Wilham '91, director of global flavor development at Coca Cola, shared insights into her career in food science with the Girls in STEM Club. CH World Drumming Ensemble alumnus and 13-year-student, Ryan Pape '13, made a guest appearance in Mr. Bruns’ class. Lindy McMorran '06 shared her science career journey and marine biology research experiences with high school students as a guest speaker in Dr. Dominguez’s Marine Science class. And NBA player Jrue Holiday '08 gave over two hours of his time to speak with the Varsity boys’ basketball team. Read more about these virtual alumni visits on pages 24-27.
During the pandemic, alumni have found ways to stay connected virtually through Zoom hangouts and even some themed gatherings where they bonded over CH athletics and arts events.

On Nov. 18, 2020, the CIF Basketball Hangout with current Varsity Basketball team was attended by John Pollak ’95, Damon Glyph ’94, Alex Lopez ’94, and Norman Francis ’93.

On Dec. 17, 2020, The Nutcracker Watch Party was attended by Jillian Wiseman ’10, Catherine LaGaly ’09, Alix Heyes ’10, Michelle Knutson ’12, Karissa Lake ’07, Symone Sanz ’16, and Lauren Elsner ’09.

Virtual Class Hangouts included:

**Class of 2011** - Emily T., Jenna, Amy, Arielle, Emily G., Justine, Karthik, Lauren, Lexi, Miles, Sydney, McKen-Z, Trevor ~ Dec. 11, 2020

**Class of 2010** - Bernard, Erica, Jessica, Alex, Jillian, Jenny, Melanie, Aaron, Gregory, Katie R., David, Katherine C. ~ Dec. 4, 2011

**Class of 2005** - Alex, Deanna, Sam, Bryan, Allison, Steven, Monika, Alex, Jason, Jessie, Garrett, Connor, and Niko ~ Nov. 18, 2020

**Class of 2002** - Andrew, Adam, Gregory, Katherine, Anne, Ryan ~ Dec. 16, 2020
Class of 2000 - Amy, Rachel, Lacy, Talin, Heather, Scott, Lindsay, Alex, Lynzie, Lauren, Matt, and Greg ~ Nov. 19, 2020

Class of 1997 - Brian, Broc, Matt, Aaron, Dennis, Daniela ~ Jan. 10, 2021

Class of 1996 - Brice, Erik, Sara, Dylan, Pia, Stuart, Michelle, Aaron, Jim, Michael, Shane, Laura, Linda, Lissa, Mark, May, Rania, Justin ~ Jan. 7, 2021

Class of 1994 - Josh, Matthew, Barron, Damon, Catie, Elon, and Randy ~ Nov. 12, 2020

Class of 1989 - Pete, Allison, Jess, Holly, Matt, Kirsten, Skye, Starshine, and Angela ~ Nov. 15, 2020

Class of 1985 - Michael, Stephanie, Nikki, Karen, Mimi, Christine, Vadim, and Lisa Sofro ’86 ~ Nov. 27, 2020
Congratulations!
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**Ben Heverly ’11** wed Julia Yarrington in September 2020.

**Cory Bloom ’11** wed **Allegra Montovani ’13** on October 17, 2020 at Calamigos Ranch Malibu in California. *Pictured from left to right: Dakota Warde-Levie ’11, Jack Bensinger ’11, Caitlin Bloom ’08, Cory Bloom ’11, Allegra Mantovani Bloom ’13, Kevin Bloom ’06, Jamie Kessler ’13, Chris Krutilek ’13, Tom Manor’13.*

**Mary Turpin ’10** wed Gavin May on October 22, 2020 in Los Angeles, CA.

**Sara C. Mednick ’90** wed Emily Majer on August 2, 2020 in San Diego, CA.

**Hannah Moss ’09** wed Jason Karl Margaritis on October 10, 2020.

**Miranda Pearman-Maday ’06** wed Raven Symoné in June 2020 in Los Angeles, CA.

**Mady Dean ’11** wed Frankie Ayala on October 11, 2020 in Las Vegas, NV at A Little White Chapel.